
 

Former Food Fellows: Where are they now? 
 

Are you interested in learning more about the MarCo Food Fellows? Maybe you’re preparing to apply for 
the Food Fellowship, maybe you’re a student exploring how you can engage with MarCo, or maybe you’re 
curious where your former colleagues have ventured - either way, welcome! We hope it is helpful to read 
more about former Food Fellows and to see their trajectory in food system work since. Please feel free to 
email marcofoodfellow@gmail.com to contact the current Food Fellow with any questions you have 
about the position. 
 
Pooja Paode 
2017-18 
Bio is forthcoming. Check back soon to learn more about MarCo’s inaugural Food 
Fellow! 
 
Alison Almand 
2018-19 
Alison recently started her Master’s in Community 
Development and Resources, with a concentration in 
Sustainable Communities at ASU Spring 2021. In her 
undergrad, she completed a Bachelor of Science in 
Sustainability, a minor in Urban Planning, and a certificate in 
Food System Sustainability. 
 
After enrolling for a Food Systems Certificate, Alison became 
interested in the social implication of the food system, 
specifically how cities and communities can utilize food to 
reduce inequalities and enhance community happiness. 
Moving forward, she is excited to collaborate with local food 
system advocates and community members to support the growth of Maricopa 
County’s food system.  
 
Victoria Erran 
2019-20 
Victoria is a graduate of ASU’s School of Sustainability. Completing school in December 
of 2019, Victoria used her passion for fighting food waste and her position in MarCo, to 
prioritize solutions to food waste and food insecurity in Maricopa.  
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Having some leadership experience as an ambassador at 
the school, she effectively led strategy planning and 
implementation efforts for the Coalition. Born out of this 
work was the Food Loss and Waste Work group, which the 
Coalition gave its unanimous support and consensus for in 
2019 and is active still today. 
 
Upon completion of her position at MarCo, Victoria lost her 
new position due to the COVID-19 pandemic. She went on to 
start her own business (Reciprocity 5) which helps local and 
small businesses recover strongly from the pandemic. She 
hopes to return to the food waste work group once she gets her business off the ground 
to continue the fight against food waste. 
 
Michelle Castagne 
2020-Present 
Michelle is currently a third-year J.D. candidate at the 
Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law. She will serve as the 
Food Fellow until May 2021. Michelle worked on farms 
growing up and is a long-time gardener interested in 
continuing her traditional foodways. She was attracted to 
the Food Fellowship as a way to make the leap from 
personal interest to professional experience in food system 
work. Michelle’s professional background is in 
congressional relations and policy analysis related to tribal 
health care and public health, so she is especially 
interested in working at the intersection of health and food 
law and policy post-graduation. 
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